Albert-Oakland Park
1900 Blue Ridge Drive
73.1 acres

Proposed Improvements                      Estimated Costs

Misc. park improvements (FAL)                 $15,000
Upgrade lights on 2 baseball fields          $293,000
Construct batting cage (FAL)                 $10,000
Construct concession at baseball fields      $50,000
Replace sand volleyball courts with four pickleball courts $50,000
Install signs on Blue Ridge and Bear Creek  $20,000
Improvements to disc golf course - benches (4) and replace baskets and tee and course signage. (FAL) $7,000
Renovate/construct pedestrian bridges (FAL)  $4,000
Replace existing three tennis courts         $200,000
Renovate large shelter #1 (FAL)              $125,000
Renovate restrooms at shelter #1             $150,000
Renovate east side playground                $50,000
Install synthetic playground safety surface on large playground $125,000